N32 History: inspirational teaching in the prep school
Date: Thursday 29 April 2021
Venue: Online – delivered via Zoom
Cost: £125 (non IAPS members – £175)
This course will show how recent development in cognitive science offers exciting and innovative opportunities
for delivering high quality history lessons in the prep school.
Audience: For teachers of History for KS1 and KS2
Objectives: By the end of the training colleagues will be able to: identify a range of techniques drawing from
cognitive science that will enhance the delivery of history lessons; design a model for curriculum delivery that
promotes a 'knowledge rich' approach, and gain lots of tips and techniques to enhance the delivery of history
lessons.
Course Director and Presenter: Steve Garnett, CPD provider for Dragonfly Training
Programme
Thursday 29 April 2021
0900 Welcome
0915 Laying the foundations for great history teaching:
• Using knowledge organisers correctly – the do’s and don’ts
• Learning as soon as they enter the classroom 5 great DNA activities (Do Now Activity)
• Introducing the concept of retrieval practice
1015 Promoting sustained engagement in history lessons:
• 5 techniques to get pupils ‘hooked’ during lessons to include second order concepts
• 7 ways of teaching
• Utilising dual coding as a staple technique in history classrooms
1115 Promoting better thinking in history lessons:
• Making the graphic organiser your best friend
• Rethinking and refreshing your ideas about differentiation in the history classroom
• Using Hexagon thinking as a model to challenge all
1200 End of course
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